Flight Plans
ADDING a Waypoint
1
PRESS FPL to on the MFD
2
ROTATE Small FMS Knob to view Flight
Plan Catalog (FPL2)
3
PRESS the FMS Knob to activate the
cursor.
4
ROTATE Large FMS Knob to highlight the
flight plan to be modified.
5
PRESS ENT.
6
ROTATE Large FMD Knob to highlight
the waypoint which will follow the to-be-added waypoint.
7
ROTATE the Small FMS Knob to open the
Waypoint Information window with the IDENT Field
highlighted.
8
ROTATE Small FMS Knob to select the
desired character.
9
ROTATE Large FMS Knob to move the
cursor.
10
Continue to use the Large and Small FMS
Knobs to DIAL IN the remainder of the waypoint identifier.
NOTE: as the last character of the waypoint is entered, the symbol,
facility name and city/state appear. Also the small map shows the
waypoint entered.
11
PUSH ENT to add the waypoint.
NOTE: If there was another waypoint in the database with the same
identifier the Duplicate Waypoints window appears. ROTATE the
Large FMS knob to select the waypoint desired.
NOTE: Deleting a waypoint from the Active Flight Plan will not
change how the flight plan is stored. It is necessary to do to the
Flight Plan Page (FPL2) to remove the waypoint from the stored
flight plan.
12
PRESS ENT. The stored Flight Plan
window appears with the new waypoint added between the
stations selected.
13
PRESS the FMS Knob. This turns the
cursor off and the screen returns to the Flight Plan Catalogue.
14
PRESS FPL to return to Navigation Map
Page.
NOTE: This operation can be done on the PFD if the flight plan is
active.
NOTE: If the waypoint is added to the Active Flight Plan it will not
change how the flight plan is stored unless you first PRESS MENU,
ROTATE the Large FMS Knob to highlight “Store Flight Plan”

and PRESS ENT twice. The modified flight plan will be stored
under a different number.
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